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Image Reproduction Request 
 The Archives and Regional History Collections reserve the right not to scan an image due to its condition, 

size or copyright restrictions. 

 Photographic reproductions are available for a one time use only. 

 Images are prepared only for the researcher or requestor specified in this agreement and may not be 
deposited in other collections or given to a third party. 

 Use of any images in any publication, website, film, exhibit or any other item must be credited to the 
Archives and Regional History Collections as follows, “From the Western Michigan University Archives 
and Regional History Collections.” 

 The Archives shall receive a copy without charge of any publication, film and other item that results from 
the use of the image or images. 

 Image scans can take up to 7 business days depending on the amount, scanning requirements and staff 
availability. 

 Scans will be placed on a CD or flash drive provided by the requestor.  The Archives has CDs available 
for 2.00 each.  The Archives will not have flash drives available for sale. 

 Scans can be picked up at the Archives or mailed at the patron’s expense.  The Archives and Regional 
History Collections are not responsible for materials not picked up within 5 days. 

 The Archives will not make prints but if necessary will take the scan to a local commercial vendor and bill 
the requestor when the prints are completed.   

 Requests must include reading and signing the copyright statement below. 

 Prepayment is required before the completion of the scans either by cash or check. No debit or 
credit cards.  

 Charges:   Scanning   2.00 (72-100 dpi)  CD  2.00 each  
15.00 (101-350 dpi)  Postage 5.00  
30.00 (351-600 dpi) 

     
Name________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address____________________________________ City/State/Zip_______________________ 
 
Phone______________________________ email address______________________________ 
 
Images to be scanned: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United State Code) governs the making of 
photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted materials.  Under certain conditions 
specified by the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy of other 
reproduction.  One of these specified conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction “is 
not to be “used for any purpose other than private study, scholarship, or research”.  If a 
user makes a request for, or later uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in 
excess of “fair use”, that user may be liable for copyright infringement.  This institution 
reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the 
order would involve violation of the copyright law. 

 
Requestor initials_______________         Date___________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Staff use:          12/11 
Date of request ___________ Order taken by _______ Order completed by_________ 

Pick up date____________ Total charge__________                    




